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a b s t r a c t

We give two new linear-time algorithms, one for recognizing proper circular-arc graphs
and the other for recognizing unit circular-arc graphs. Both algorithms provide either a
model for the input graph, or a certificate that proves that such a model does not exist and
can be authenticated in O(n) time. No other previous algorithm for each of these two graph
classes provides a certificate for its result.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A certifying algorithm is an algorithm that provides a certificate together with its answer. A certificate is an evidence
that can be used to authenticate the correctness of the answer (cf. [17,10]). An authentication algorithm is an algorithm
that checks the validity of the certificate. Certifying algorithms reduce the risk of erroneous answer, caused by bugs in the
implementation.
For example, a recognition algorithm for bipartite graphs can provide a 2-coloring of the graph as a certificate when the

graph is bipartite, and an odd cycle as a certificate when the graph is not bipartite. Other graph classes that have certifying
recognition algorithms include chordal graphs [24], planar graphs [17], interval graphs and permutation graphs [10], proper
interval graphs [7,16] and proper interval bigraphs [7].
Given an implementation of a certifying algorithm,we have a simpleway to prove that every output it provides is correct,

if the authentication algorithm is correct. This is important since software is prone to errors. In addition, the ability to validate
every output allows us to test an implementation of a certifying algorithm on any input, rather than limiting ourselves to a
specific set of inputs with known expected outputs.
Kratsch, McConnell, Mehlhorn, and Spinrad discuss the requirements for a good certificate [10]. First, it is clear that the

authentication algorithm that authenticates the certificate should be simpler than an algorithm for solving the problem
itself, because otherwise, the correctness of the result may be at risk because of an error in the implementation of the
authentication algorithm. Additionally, the proof of the correctness of the authentication algorithm should be easy to
understand. Given a certifying algorithmwith an authentication algorithm, it is enough to trust the authentication algorithm,
since it proves the correctness of every output of the certifying algorithm. Moreover, if we have a correct authentication
algorithm, then an implementation of the certifying algorithm can be trusted even without knowing the algorithm itself.
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Fig. 1. A circular-arc graph and a circular-arc model of it. The model and the graph are also proper circular-arc and unit circular-arc.

The last two requirements from certificates and authentication algorithms are not formal. A formal way to measure the
quality of a certificate and an authentication algorithm is the time complexity it takes to validate the certificate. A certificate
is defined by [10] to be a strong certificate, if the time bound of its authentication algorithm is asymptotically smaller than
the time bound of the best known algorithm for solving the problem itself. A certificate may be a good certificate even if it is
not a strong certificate, this holds when the authentication algorithm, given the certificate, has some other advantages over
solving the problem from scratch.
A circular-arc graph (see Fig. 1) is an intersection graph of arcs on the circle. That is, every vertex is represented by an arc,

such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding arcs intersect. The arcs constitute a circular-arc model of
the graph. Circular-arc graphs can be recognized in linear time [14,12].
A circular-arc model in which no arc contains another arc is called a proper circular-arc model. A circular-arc graph

that has a proper circular-arc model is a proper circular-arc graph. Tucker gave characterizations of proper circular-arc
graphs, in terms of the adjacency matrix [22], and forbidden subgraphs [23]. Skrien [20] and Deng, Hell and Huang [4] gave
characterizations that use orientation of the edges. The characterization of [4] leads to a linear-time recognition algorithm
for sparse proper circular-arc graphs. For dense graphs, the linear-time algorithm of [4] uses the characterization of [22].
Spinrad [21] showed how to check the characterization of [22] in linear time, so we get a linear-time algorithm for all proper
circular-arc graphs.
A circular-arc model in which all arcs are closed and of the same length is called a unit circular-arc model. A circular-arc

graph that has a unit circular-arc model is a unit circular-arc graph. By definition, every unit circular-arc graph is a proper
circular-arc graph. Tucker [23] gave a characterization of proper circular-arc graphs which are not unit circular-arc graphs.
Recently, Durán, Gravano, McConnell, Spinrad, and Tucker [3] presented a quadratic recognition algorithm for unit circular-
arc graphs, based on this characterization. This algorithm does not provide a unit circular-arc model for a unit circular-
arc graph. Even more recently, Lin and Szwarcfiter [13] gave a new characterization of unit circular-arc graphs based on
the length of the arcs in a proper circular-arc model. They used this characterization to derive a linear-time recognition
algorithm that constructs a unit circular-arc model if the input is a unit circular-arc graph.
Note that for circular-arcmodels and proper circular-arcmodels we do not restrict the arcs to be closed (or open). Indeed,

we can always perturb the arcs in a circular-arc model or a proper circular-arc model so that no two arcs share an endpoint.
Therefore, it does not matter whether arcs are open or closed in such models. In contrast, for unit circular-arc models it is
important that all arcs are closed. For example, consider a proper circular-arc graph which contains a cycle of length four
and an independent set of size four. In a unit circular-arc model of this graph, the cycle requires that the circumference of
the circle would be ≤ 4, whereas the independent set requires that it would be > 4 (see Fig. 8 below). Therefore, such a
proper circular-arc graph is not a unit circular-arc graph. On the other hand, if we allow to use open arcs, we can realize the
independent set using a circle of circumference 4, by four open arcs of unit length. It is known that if we restrict all arcs to
be open we get the same family of graphs, and if we allow arcs to be either open or closed then every proper circular-arc
graph is a unit circular-arc graph [23].
There are no previously known certifying algorithms for recognizing circular-arc graphs, proper circular-arc graphs or

unit circular-arc graphs. Current algorithms construct a model of the input graph if it belongs to the appropriate graph class,
but fail to provide a certificate otherwise. Moreover, even if we disregard the cost of the computation, there is no known
certificate that can prove that a graph is not a circular-arc graph.
In Section 3 we present new characterizations of proper circular-arc graphs which are based on characterizations of

Tucker [22,23] for this graph class and on a characterization ofMcConnell [15] for the consecutive-ones property. In Section 4
we present the characterizations of Tucker [23] for unit circular-arc graphs. These characterizations provide certificates for
graphs that are not proper circular-arc graphs or not unit circular-arc graphs.
The two characterizations lead to linear-time certifying algorithms for recognizing proper circular-arc graphs and unit

circular-arc graphs. If the input graph is a member of the graph class, then the algorithms provide an appropriate model for
it. Otherwise, if the input graph is not a member of the graph class, then the algorithm provides a certificate for this answer.
Prior to our work, none of these two graph classes had a certifying recognition algorithm.
If the input graph is represented by ordered adjacency lists, then the certificates that prove that the input graph is not a

proper circular-arc graph or not a unit circular-arc graph can be authenticated inO(n) time,where n is the number of vertices
in the graph. This time bound is asymptotically better than the optimal O(n+ m) time bound of the recognition algorithm
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when the number of edges in superlinear in the number of vertices (herem denotes the number of edges). Therefore, these
certificates are strong certificates.
Our algorithm for proper circular-arc graphs splits into two cases, according to whether the graph is co-bipartite or not.

In each case, the algorithm is based on a different certifying algorithm for another problem.
Our algorithm for unit circular-arc graphs is based on the ideas of the recent algorithm of Durán, Gravano, McConnell,

Spinrad, and Tucker [3]. We show an algorithm that runs in linear time without the complex data structures which they
use, and in addition we provide a certificate for the result of the algorithm. We developed our algorithm independently of
the recent linear-time algorithm of [13]. The running time of our algorithm is linear in the size of the input either when the
graph is given by its set of vertices and adjacency lists, or when the graph is given by a proper circular-arc model. Note that
when we are given a proper circular-arc model the size of the input is O(n).
In addition to being the first certifying algorithms for proper circular-arc graphs and unit circular-arc graphs, we believe

that our algorithms are also easier to implement than earlier recognition algorithms for these graph classes. This is because
we do not use any complex subproblem or data structure, except of the certifying algorithm for recognizing the consecutive-
ones property of McConnell [15]. If a simple algorithm is necessary and a certificate for graphs that are not proper circular-
arc graphs is not required, then we can plug into our algorithm a simpler circular-ones or consecutive-ones recognition
algorithm (e.g. [9]).
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give definitions and background. In Section 3

we describe our certifying recognition algorithm for proper circular-arc graphs. In Section 4 we describe our certifying
recognition algorithm for unit circular-arc graphs. To develop this algorithm we refine some structural results about unit
circular-arc graphs that may be of independent interest. We conclude in Section 5 with some suggestions for further
research. An extended abstract of this paper appeared in [11].

2. Preliminaries

We consider a finite simple graph G = (V , E), where |V (G)| = n and |E(G)| = m. For a vertex v in a graph, the (closed)
neighborhood of v, denoted by N[v] = {v} ∪ {u | vu ∈ E(G)} is the set of all vertices adjacent to v together with v itself. If
N[v] = V (G), then we call v a universal vertex. For u, v ∈ V (G), if uv 6∈ E(G) then we say that uv is a non-edge.
The sequence P = (v1, v2, . . . vk) with vivi+1 ∈ E(G) for i = 1, . . . , k is a path. If vkv1 ∈ E(G) then P is also a cycle. The

sequence P = (v1, v2, . . . vk) with vivi+1 6∈ E(G) for i = 1, . . . , k is a co-path. If vkv1 6∈ E(G) then P is also a co-cycle. The
length of a path or a co-path P , is denoted by |P|. A path, cycle, co-path or co-cycle in which all the vertices are distinct is
simple.
A graph that can be partitioned into two independent sets is called bipartite. If G is not bipartite then it must have an odd

length induced cycle. If G, the complement of G, is bipartite then G is called co-bipartite, and its vertices are covered by two
cliques.
A bipartite graph Gwith the bipartition (X, Y ) is an interval bigraph if it can be represented by intervals on the line, such

that the interval of x ∈ X intersects the interval of y ∈ Y if and only if x and y are adjacent inG. Two intervals corresponding to
two vertices in X or to two vertices in Y , may ormay not intersect. Müller [18] gave a polynomial time recognition algorithm
for interval bigraphs.
An interval bigraph that has a model in which no arc contains another, is a proper interval bigraph. Hell and Huang [8]

showed that the class of proper interval bigraphs, is exactly the class of the complements of co-bipartite proper circular-
arc graphs. These graph classes are known to be equivalent to many other well-known graph classes including bipartite
permutation graphs, bipartite AT-free graphs and bipartite trapezoid graphs (see also [2,21]). Hell and Huang [7] also gave
a simple linear-time certifying algorithm for recognizing proper interval bigraphs.
We refer to the clockwise direction of the circle as the right direction and to the counterclockwise direction of the circle

as the left direction, as we view them if we stand at the center of the circle.
For a proper circular-arc graph G with a proper circular-arc model %, every vertex v ∈ V (G) has an arc in % with two

endpoints. We abuse the notation slightly and denote the arc of v also by v. We denote the left endpoint of the arc of v by
`(v) and the right endpoint of the arc of v by r(v).
Every two arcs x and y in a proper circular-arc model % either cover the circle, overlap, or are disjoint (see Fig. 2).

Containment of arcs in a proper circular-arc model is impossible. If x overlaps y and covers r(y) then we say that x overlaps
the right side of y. Analogously, if the arc x overlaps the arc y and covers `(y) then we say that x overlaps the left side of y
The adjacency matrix of a graph G, denoted byM(G), has 1 in position (i, j) if vivj ∈ E(G), and 0 otherwise. The augmented

adjacency matrix of G is the adjacency matrix of G with 1’s on the main diagonal, that is M∗(G) = M(G) + I , where I is the
identity matrix. We refer to the row inM∗(G) that corresponds to the vertex v as row v. Likewise, we refer to the column in
M∗(G) that corresponds to the vertex v as column v.
A (0, 1)-matrix has the consecutive-ones property if its columns can be ordered so that in every row the 1’s are consecutive.

We can check if a matrix has the consecutive-ones property in time proportional to sum of the number of columns, the
number of rows, and number of 1’s in thematrix [1].McConnell [15] gave a linear-time certifying algorithm for this property.
A (0, 1)-matrix has the circular-ones property if its columns can be ordered so that in every row the 1’s are circularly
consecutive.We can check if amatrix has the circular-ones property by checking if an associatedmatrix has the consecutive-
ones property [22] (see Section 3.2). There are also algorithms that check if a matrix has circular-ones property directly [9].
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(a) Cover the circle. (b) Overlap. (c) Disjoint.

Fig. 2. Intersection types of two arcs in proper circular-arc model.

2.1. Representation

The desired graph representation for certifying algorithms on graphs is discussed in [10]. We represent a graph, as [10],
by ordered adjacency lists; the edges of each list are sorted by the name of their other vertex. It is straightforward to verify
that the representation of the input graph is indeed sorted in O(m+ n) time. This representation allows us to get the list of
neighbors of a given vertex in constant time, and to give a certificate for the adjacency or non-adjacency of two vertices that
can be verified in constant time. An edge is certified by its location in the ordered adjacency list. A non-edge is certified by
the location of its predecessor in the adjacency list, if it would have been an edge. To collect the certificates of O(n) edges
and non-edges, we radix sort them, and scan the sorted list together with the adjacency lists of the graph. The running time
for this sort and scan is O(n+m).
If the input graph is represented by unordered adjacency lists, then the recognition algorithm remains correct and its

running time remains linear. But then, the authentication algorithm would have to sort the edges of the input graph, which
takes additional O(m) time, using radix sort.
We represent a proper circular-arc model by a cyclic order of the endpoints of its arcs. The 2n endpoints in the model are

indexed according to their ranks in the order, starting at any arbitrary endpoint and going to the right. Each arc is associated
with the indices of its two endpoints. This representation allows both the recognition algorithm and the authentication
algorithm to check for every two arcs whether they intersect or are disjoint in O(1) time, using the cyclic order of their
endpoints. Arcs in a unit circular-arc model also obey a length constraint, so the exact locations of the endpoints on the
circle is also required.
We represent (0, 1)-matrices in a sparse way, similar to the graph representation by ordered adjacency lists. This

representation allows algorithms that process matrices to run in time proportional to the sum of the number of columns,
number of rows, and number of 1’s in the matrix. ForM∗(G) the number of 1’s is O(n+m).

3. Certifying algorithm for recognizing proper circular-arc graphs

3.1. A characterization of proper circular-arc graphs

We define an incompatibility graph for proper circular-arc graphs, in a way similar to the definitions of incompatibility
graphs for the consecutive-ones property [15] and for permutation graphs [10], as follows.
Let % be a proper circular-arc model of G, and v0 be a fixed vertex in G. If we start at r(v0), traverse the circle to the right,

and list the vertices according to the order inwhichwemeet their right endpoints, we get a traversal order (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1)
of the vertices. This order defines a traversal order relation R = {(vi, vj) | i < j}.
Consider the traversal order of an arbitrary proper circular-arc model for G. For every x, y ∈ V (G), (x, y) and (y, x) cannot

both appear in the same traversal order relation. We say that (x, y) is incompatiblewith (y, x). For everyw ∈ V (G), the right
endpoints of all the vertices in N[w] must be consecutive around the circle. Assume that v0 6∈ N[w]. Then, in a traversal
order that starts with v0 the vertices of N[w] must be consecutive. Therefore, if x, z ∈ N[w] and y 6∈ N[w], the vertex y
cannot be between x and z. So (x, y) and (y, z) are incompatible, with w as a witness. Now, assume that v0 ∈ N[w], in this
case the vertices of N[w] are not necessarily consecutive in a traversal order that starts with v0, because it might be that
vn−1 is also in N[w]. But V (G) \ N[w]must be consecutive in this traversal order, so if x, z 6∈ N[w] and y ∈ N[w] then (x, y)
and (y, z) are incompatible, withw as a witness.
The incompatible pairs define the incompatibility graph IC(G; v0) of Gwith starting vertex v0. The vertex set of IC(G; v0)

is {(x, y) | x, y ∈ V (G), x 6= y}, which are all possiblemembers in a traversal order relation. The edge set of IC(G; v0) consists
of edges of the forms (x, y)(y, x), edges of the form (x, y)(y, z) such that x, z ∈ N[w], y 6∈ N[w] for some w 6∈ N[v0], and
edges of the form (x, y)(y, z) such that y ∈ N[w], x, z 6∈ N[w] for somew ∈ N[v0].
The definition of IC(G; v0) is analogous to the definition of the incompatibility graph for the consecutive-ones property

IC(M), presented by McConnell [15]. Since a consecutive-ones arrangement is linear, we do not need a starting point to
define IC(M). The edges of IC(M) are (x, y)(y, x), for every pair of columns x and y, and (x, y)(y, z) such that there is a row
w, with ones in the columns of x, z but not in the column of y. Actually, the incompatibility graph that we define for a proper
circular-arc graph is an extension of the incompatibility graph for the consecutive-ones property to an incompatibility graph
for the circular-ones property.
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Fig. 3. Complements of forbidden subgraphs.

Theorem 1. Let G be a proper circular-arc graph. For any v0 ∈ V (G), the incompatibility graph IC(G; v0) is bipartite.

Proof. Let % be a proper circular-arc model of G, let v0 ∈ V (G) and let R be the traversal order relation defined by the
traversal order of % that starts with v0. The relation R is made of half of the vertices of IC(G; v0) since for every x 6= y either
(x, y) ∈ R or (y, x) ∈ R. The relation R cannot have any incompatible pairs, so the vertices of R are an independent set in
IC(G; v0). Let %′ be a proper circular-arc model of G that is obtained by replacing the right and left directions of %. Let R′ be
the traversal order relation defined by the traversal order of %′ starting with v0. Any vertex in IC(G; v0) that is not in R is in
R′. The vertices of R′ are also an independent set, and therefore IC(G; v0) is bipartite. �

To certify that G is not a proper circular-arc graph we can provide an odd cycle in one of its incompatibility graphs. We
have to do so without explicitly constructing the entire incompatibility graph, since the size of this graph is at leastΩ(n2),
and might be as large as Θ(n4). Note however, that IC(G; v0) might be bipartite even when G is not a proper circular-arc
graph.
Our certifying algorithm for proper circular-arc graphs consists of two cases, depending on whether G is co-bipartite or

not. In the first case, when G is not co-bipartite, we use the following theorem of Tucker [22].

Theorem 2 ([22]). Let G be a graph which is not co-bipartite. Then, G is a proper circular-arc graph if and only if M∗(G) has the
circular-ones property.

To check if M∗(G) has the circular-ones property, we use a reduction to the problem of checking the consecutive-ones
property and use the certifying algorithm of McConnell [15] for the consecutive-ones property. IfM∗(G) does not have the
circular-ones property, the certificate would be an odd cycle in some incompatibility graph of G.
In the second case of our algorithm, when G is co-bipartite, we use the following forbidden subgraph characterization of

Tucker [23].

Theorem 3 ([23]). Let G be a co-bipartite graph. Then, G is a proper circular-arc graph if and only if G does not contain an induced
even cycle of length≥ 6, and does not contain any of the graphs in Fig. 3 as an induced subgraph.

Since an induced subgraph of a proper circular-arc graph is a proper circular-arc graph, any graph G such that G contains an
induced even cycle of length≥ 6, or one of the graphs in Fig. 3 as an induced subgraph, is not a proper circular-arc graph. It
follows that the complement of an induced even cycle of length ≥ 6, or the complement of one of the graphs in Fig. 3, is a
certificate to the fact that G is not a proper circular-arc graph, regardless of whether G is co-bipartite or not.
It is easy to see that the complement of each of the graphs of Fig. 3 is not a proper circular-arc graph. Each of these graphs

has seven vertices, and any possible model for six of the vertices cannot be extended to accommodate the seventh arc.
By transforming a complement of an induced even cycle into an odd cycle in an incompatibility graph of G, we avoid

using a complement of an induced even cycle as a certificate.
We handle the casewhereG is co-bipartite using a certifying algorithm of Hell andHuang [7] for proper interval bigraphs.

The connection between the two graph families was also established by Hell and Huang [8].

Theorem 4 ([8]). Let G be a co-bipartite graph. Then, G is a proper circular-arc graph if and only if G is a proper interval bigraph.

We note that the graphs in Theorem 3 are exactly the graphs that the certifying algorithm for recognizing proper interval
bigraphs [7] uses as certificates.
To summarize, the certificate for an answer of the algorithm is of one of three kinds. If G is a proper circular-arc graph,

the certificate is a proper circular-arc model for it. If G is not a proper circular-arc graph then we use either Theorem 1 or
Theorem 3 to provide a certificate which is either an odd length cycle in an incompatibility graph of G, or a complement of
one of the graphs in Fig. 3 as an induced subgraph in G.
We begin the algorithm by deciding whether G is co-bipartite. If G is co-bipartite, then it is covered by two cliques. At

least one of these cliques contains at least half of V (G), so m ≥ n
2 (
n
2 − 1). If this inequality does not hold then G is not

co-bipartite. Otherwise,m = Θ(n2), and we check if G is bipartite in O(n2) = O(m) time.

3.2. The complement of G is not bipartite

If G is not co-bipartite, then we use Theorem 2 and check whether M∗(G) has the circular-ones property. We use the
following reduction from testing the circular-ones property to testing the consecutive-ones property.
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Theorem 5 ([22]). Let M1 be a (0, 1)-matrix. Fix a column j. Form the matrix M2 by complementing those rows with 1 in column
j of M1. Then M1 has the circular-ones property if and only if M2 has the consecutive-ones property.

Let v0 be a vertex of minimum degree in G. To perform the reduction of Theorem 5 in linear time, we complement the
rows ofM∗(G)which have one in the column of v0. Since the degree of v0 is O(m/n), we complement O(m/n) rows. It takes
O(n) time to complement a single row, so we perform the entire reduction in O(m) time. We denote by M the new matrix
that we obtain.
After the reduction we run the algorithm of McConnell [15] to test if M has the consecutive-ones property. If M has

a consecutive-ones arrangement, we order the columns of M∗(G) in the same way, to get a circular-ones arrangement for
M∗(G).We order the rows ofM∗(G) accordingly, since it is an adjacencymatrix. Tucker [22] showed how to produce a proper
circular-arc model of G from a circular-ones arrangement of M∗(G). Tucker’s algorithm can be implemented in O(n + m)
time.
If M does not have the consecutive-ones property, then the algorithm of [15] produces a certificate for this fact. This

certificate is an odd cycle C of length at most n + 2 in the incompatibility graph IC(M). Next, we show that all edges of C
exist in IC(G; v0) so C is an odd cycle also in the incompatibility graph IC(G; v0).
Edges of C in IC(M) have one of two forms. Edges of the form (x, y)(y, x) always exist in IC(G; v0). Consider an edge

(x, y)(y, z) with a witness w, where w is a row inM such that the columns of x and z have 1 in this row, but the column of
y has 0 in it. If w 6∈ N[v0] then the row of w in M is the same as in M∗(G). So, x, z ∈ N[w] while y 6∈ N[w] and therefore
(x, y)(y, z) is an edge of IC(G; v0), with the vertexw 6∈ N[v0] as a witness. Otherwise, ifw ∈ N[v0], then the row ofw inM is
the complement of the row ofw inM∗(G). So, y ∈ N[w]while x, z 6∈ N[w] and therefore (x, y)(y, z) is an edge of IC(G; v0),
with the vertexw ∈ N[v0] as a witness.
We provide the odd cycle C in IC(G; v0), together with v0 as a certificate. To complete the certificate, we need to add a

certificate for all edges and non-edges of G that are involved in it. For an edge (x, y)(y, z)with a witness w in IC(G; v0), we
need to provide a certificate for the edges or non-edges xw, yw, zw andwv0 in G. The length of the cycle in IC(G; v0) is O(n),
and thus there are O(n) edges or non-edges to certify.

3.3. The complement of G is bipartite

Recall that in this case, by Theorem 4, G is a proper circular-arc graph if and only if G is a proper interval bigraph. We
apply the certifying algorithm of Hell and Huang [7] for proper interval bigraphs to G. The graph G is covered by two cliques,
one of these two cliques must cover at least n/2 of the vertices of G, therefore m = Θ(n2). So we can produce G from G in
O(n2) = O(m) time.
If G is an interval bigraph, we get an interval bigraph model for it, and we use an algorithm of Hell and Huang [8] to

construct a proper circular-arc model of G, from this model of G.
Otherwise, if G is not an interval bigraph, then we have one of graphs in Fig. 3, or an even induced cycle of length≥ 6 in

G, as a certificate. For a graph of Fig. 3, we use its complement to certify that G is not a proper circular-arc graph.
If we have an induced even cycle of length ≥ 6 as a certificate that G is not a proper interval bigraph, we transform it

into an odd cycle in an incompatibility graph of G. We do so for two reasons. First, a straightforward authentication of an
even length cycle takes O(n+m) time, while the authentication of an odd cycle in an incompatibility graph takes O(n) time.
Second, we reduce the number of cases that the authentication algorithm has to deal with, since it already has to verify
an odd cycle in an incompatibility graph in the case where G is not co-bipartite. This makes the authentication algorithm
simpler, as it should be.
Let (x0, x1, . . . , x2r−1) be an even induced cycle in G of length≥ 6. For every i = 0, . . . , 2r − 1, and for every j 6= i± 1,

we have that (xi, xj) ∈ E(G), where arithmetic on subscripts of the vertices is modulo 2r . We find an odd cycle C in the
incompatibility graph IC(G; x1).
In the case where r is even (see Fig. 4(a)), r ≥ 4, we start the cycle C in the incompatibility graph with (x0, xr). From the

vertex (xi, xj) in C , we continue to (xj, xi+2). We can use xi+1 as a witness for the edge (xi, xj)(xj, xi+2), since if we start with
(x0, xr), we always have xi+1 ∈ N[x1] and xi, xi+2 6∈ N[xi+1] while xj ∈ N[xi+1]. After r edges we get to (xr , x0), and we add
the edge (xr , x0)(x0, xr) to complete C as an odd cycle of length r + 1.
If r is odd (see Fig. 4(b)), r ≥ 3, we start the cycle C in the incompatibility graph with (x0, xr+1). Again, from the vertex

(xi, xj) in C , we continue to (xj, xi+2). As before, we can use xi+1 as a witness for the edge (xi, xj)(xj, xi+2), since if we start
with x0 and xr+1, we always have xi+1 ∈ N[x1] and xi, xi+2 6∈ N[xi+1] while xj ∈ N[xi+1]. After r edges we get back to
(x0, xr+1), and C is an odd cycle of length r .
Constructing the cycle C in the incompatibility graph IC(G; x1), together with certificate for all the edges of C takes

O(n+m) time.

3.4. The authentication algorithm

The certificate that the recognition algorithm provides is either a proper circular-arc model of G, an odd cycle in an
incompatibility graph IC(G; v0), or a complement of one of the graphs of Fig. 3 as an induced subgraph ofG. If we get a proper
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(a) r = 4. (b) r = 3.

Fig. 4. Transforming the even cycle in G to an odd cycle in IC(G; x1). An arrow from xi to xj corresponds to the vertex (xi, xj) in the odd cycle in IC(G; x1).

circular-arc model of G, then G is a proper circular-arc graph. If we get one of the other certificates then by Theorem 1 or
Theorem 3, G is not a proper circular-arc graph.
We authenticate in O(m + n) time that a proper circular-arc model is a circular-arc model of G as described by

McConnell [14]. We initialize an empty list of intersections. We start at an arbitrary point on the circle, and produce a
(doubly-linked) list L of all arcs that contain this point by going to the right and around the circle. Every arc whose right
endpoint is traversed before its left endpoint is inserted to L. Then we go again around the circle, in the same direction,
maintaining L to be the list of arcs that cover the endpoint which we traverse next. Let e be the next endpoint which we
traverse. If e is a left endpoint we add the corresponding arc to L, and if e is a right endpoint we remove the corresponding
arc from L. In both cases we add intersections between the arc of e and every arc of L to the list of intersections. We stop
accumulating intersections either when we have more than 4m of them, or when we return to our starting point on the
circle. If we found more than 4m intersections then the model cannot be of G, because each pair of arcs has a total of four
endpoints, and each intersection is found at most once for each endpoint. Otherwise, we compare the list of intersections
that we found to the list of adjacencies in G, by radix sorting the list we found and eliminating duplicates.
After we verified that themodel is indeed amodel ofG, we verify that it is a proper circular-arcmodel.We check for every

pair of adjacent vertices that any of their corresponding arcs does not contain the other. We do so by checking the order
of the endpoints of the arcs. We conclude that in the case where G is a proper circular-arc graph the size of the certificate,
which is a proper circular-arc model of G, is O(n), and the time to authenticate it is O(n+m).
To authenticate an odd cycle in an incompatibility graph IC(G; v0), we first verify that it has an odd length not larger than

n+2. Then, we verify that the certificate is indeed a cycle. We also verify that each edge of the cycle belongs to IC(G; v0), by
checking that every edge is either of the form (x, y)(y, x) or has a valid witness. The size of the cycle is O(n) and validating
it takes O(n) time.
If the certificate is a complement of one of the graphs of Fig. 3 as an induced subgraph in G, we verify that every edge

exists in the certificate if and only if it exists in G. The size of each of these graphs is O(1), and hence the authentication time
is also O(1).
When the algorithm found that G is not a proper circular-arc graph, both possible certificates can be authenticated in

O(n) time, therefore the certificate in this case is a strong certificate.

4. Certifying algorithm for recognizing unit circular-arc graphs

4.1. A characterization of unit circular-arc graphs

In this section we present the structure theorem of Tucker [23] for unit circular-arc graphs. Note that every proper
circular-arc graph has a proper circular-arc model in which no pair of arcs covers the circle [23,6], we discuss this further in
the next section, and assume that all models we work with here satisfy this property. Let G be a proper circular-arc graph
with a proper circular-arc model %.
Let L = (x0, . . . , xp−1) be a list of vertices of G. Assume that we traverse the cyclic list of endpoints of %, starting immedi-

ately after `(x0), going right to r(x0) and continuing from r(xi) to r(xi+1) until we get to r(xp−1). We call the list of endpoints
that we encounter in this traversal the walk of L.
Let C = (x0, . . . , xp−1) be a simple cycle in G, such that for i = 1, . . . , p − 1, the arc xi overlaps the right side of xi−1,

and the arc x0 overlaps the right side of xp−1, in %. We call such a cycle C , a bounding cycle. The number of times that C goes
around the circle is the number of times that the walk of C hits `(x0), we denote this number by turns(C). The ratio of C ,
denoted by ratio(C), is |C |/turns(C). (See Fig. 5(a)). We call C aminimum bounding cycle if there is no other bounding cycle
C ′ with ratio(C ′) < ratio(C). We denote by Cm an arbitrary minimum bounding cycle. If the union of the arcs in % does not
cover the circle, then there are no bounding cycles. In this case, we define Cm = ∅ and ratio(∅) = ∞.
Let I = (x0, . . . , xp−1) be a simple co-cycle in G. We call I a bounding co-cycle. To compute turns(I), the number of times

that I goes around the circle, we add 1 to the number of times that the walk of I hit `(x0), to count also the last partial turn.
The ratio of I , denoted by ratio(I), is |I|/turns(I). (See Fig. 5(b)). We call I amaximum bounding co-cycle if there is no other
bounding co-cycle I ′ with ratio(I ′) > ratio(I). We denote by IM an arbitrary maximum bounding co-cycle.
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(a) Bounding cycle. (b) Bounding co-cycle.

Fig. 5. Bounding cycle and bounding co-cycle, both with ratio 5/2.

The circumference of a unit circular-arc model of closed arcs with a bounding cycle C can be at most ratio(C). On the
other hand, the circumference of a unit circular-arc model with a bounding co-cycle I must be strictly greater than ratio(I).
So for any unit circular-arcmodel ratio(IM) < ratio(Cm). The following theorem shows that this condition is also sufficient.
Furthermore, the bounds do not depend on the specific model.

Theorem 6 ([23]). Let G be a proper circular-arc graph. If there exists a proper circular-arc model of G with no pair of arcs that
covers the circle, such that ratio(IM) < ratio(Cm), then G is a unit circular-arc graph. If G is a unit circular-arc graph, then in
every proper circular-arc model of G with no pair of arcs that covers the circle, ratio(IM) < ratio(Cm).

The following lemma describes the structure of a minimum bounding cycle and a maximum bounding co-cycle if G is a
proper circular-arc graph which is not a unit circular-arc graph.

Lemma 7 ([23]). Let G be a proper circular-arc graph. Let Cm be a minimum bounding cycle and let IM be a maximum bounding
co-cycle in a proper circular-arc model of G with no pair of arcs that covers the circle. If ratio(IM) ≥ ratio(Cm) then ratio(IM)
= ratio(Cm), |IM | = |Cm|, and Cm and IM do not share a common vertex.

4.2. Pairs of arcs that cover the circle

In the previous section we presented a characterization of unit circular-arc graphs that is defined for proper circular-arc
models with no pair of arcs that covers the circle. The following theorem shows that this requirement is valid for any proper
circular-arc graph.

Theorem 8 ([23,6]). If G is a proper circular-arc graph, then G has a proper circular-arc model in which no pair of arcs covers the
circle.

Let x and y be a pair of arcs that covers the circle in %. Any arc in % that is disjoint from x must be contained in y, but
since % is a proper circular-arc model, there is no such arc. So every arc in a pair that covers the circle represents a universal
vertex in G.
Let u be a universal vertex inG. In any proper circular-arcmodel ofG, every arcmust either cover `(u) or r(u). The vertices

of the arcs that cover each of the endpoints of u define a clique in G. Therefore, G is co-bipartite.
In the algorithmof Section 3, if we receive as an input a co-bipartite graphG thenwe use the algorithms of [8] to construct

a proper circular-arc model for it. The algorithm of [8] always builds a proper circular-arc model without a pair of arcs that
covers the circle. Therefore, our algorithm never constructs a model with a pair of arcs that covers the circle.
If we get as an input a proper circular-arc model, in which there might be a pair of arcs which covers the circle, we

can use the observation that every arc in a pair that covers the circle is an arc of a universal vertex, to give a simple O(n)
time algorithm to eliminate pairs of arcs that cover the circle in the given model. We go around the circle twice, in a left to
right direction. In the first round, we count the number of arcs that cover the starting point, this is the number of arcs for
which we traversed the right endpoint before the left endpoint. In the second round, we find the number of arcs that cover
each endpoint. We maintain a counter of the number of arcs that contain our current position. When we encounter a left
endpoint we increment the counter. When we encounter a right endpoint we decrement the counter. Since any arc which
does not correspond to a universal vertex cannot cover the circle with another arc, the sum of the values of the counter at
the endpoints of an arc x is greater or equal to n − 1, if and only if x is a universal vertex. After we identified all the arcs of
universal vertices, we pick arbitrarily one of these arcs, and put all other arcs of universal vertices in the same place on the
circle, with a slight shift.

4.2.1. Co-bipartite unit circular-arc graphs
We show that the class of co-bipartite proper circular-arc graphs is equivalent to the class of co-bipartite unit circular-

arc graphs. As mentioned earlier, the class of the complements of co-bipartite proper circular-arc graphs is known to be
equivalent to many other well-known graph classes including bipartite permutation graphs, bipartite AT-free graphs and
bipartite trapezoid graphs.
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Theorem 9. A graph G is a co-bipartite proper circular-arc graph if and only if G is a co-bipartite unit circular-arc graph.

Proof. Assume that G is a co-bipartite proper circular-arc graph. For any proper circular-arc model of G, ratio(IM) ≤ 2. This
is because we can traverse at most two disjoint arcs in any turn around the circle. For any proper circular-arc model of G
without pair of arcs that covers the circle, ratio(Cm) > 2, and by Theorem 8, such a model exists. So from Theorem 6 it
follows that G is a co-bipartite unit circular-arc graph.
Assume that G is a co-bipartite unit circular-arc graph. Since every unit circular-arc graph is a proper circular-arc graph

it follows that G is a co-bipartite proper circular-arc graph. �

Since a proper circular-arc graph with a universal vertex is co-bipartite, it follows from Theorem 9 that every proper
circular-arc graph with a universal vertex is also a unit circular-arc graph.

4.3. Easy-to-find minimum bounding cycles and maximum bounding co-cycles

Let G be a proper circular-arc graph with a proper circular-arc model %. By the previous section we assume that no pair
of arcs covers the circle in %.
In this sectionwe show that every proper circular-arcmodel which satisfies some assumptions has aminimumbounding

cycle and a maximum bounding co-cycle of a specific structure. This makes the task of finding such a minimum bounding
cycle and a maximum bounding co-cycle easier.
First, we show that no matter where we start a cycle the ratio is the same.

Lemma 10. Let C = (x0, . . . , xp−1) be a minimum bounding cycle. Let C ′ = (x1, . . . , xp−1, x0) be the bounding cycle which is
derived from C by moving x0 to the end. Then C ′ is also a minimum bounding cycle.

Proof. Let C ′′ = (x1, . . . , xp−1) the list of vertices we obtain by removing the first vertex from C .
Assume that x1 overlaps the right side of xp−1. In this case, C ′′ is a bounding cycle. The number of times that `(x1) appears

in the walk of C is turns(C) + 1, since every instance of `(x0) in this walk is followed by an instance of `(x1), and the first
instance of `(x1) is not preceded by `(x0). The walk of C ′′ is the suffix of the walk of C which starts after the first instance of
`(x1), therefore `(x1) appears turns(C) times in the walk of C ′′. So turns(C ′′) = turns(C) and |C ′′| = |C |−1, and therefore
ratio(C ′′) < ratio(C), contradicting the fact that C is a minimum bounding cycle. So, x1 does not overlap the right side of
xp−1 and `(x1) appears turns(C)− 1 times in the walk of C ′′, since the last instance of `(x0) is not followed by `(x1) in the
walk.
The walk of C ′ is obtained from the walk of C ′′ by appending to it the endpoints after r(xp−1) and to right up to

r(x0). The endpoint `(x1) is among these endpoints and so `(x1) appears turns(C) times in the walk of C ′. It follows that
turns(C ′) = turns(C), |C ′| = |C |, and ratio(C ′) = ratio(C). Since C is a minimum bounding cycle, so is C ′. �

Let C be a cycle and let k ≥ 1. We denote by kC the list of vertices that is obtained by concatenating the list of C to itself
k times. We define turns(kC) as we defined turns(C) to be the number of times which the walk of kC hits `(x0) where x0
is the first vertex of C . We also define the ratio of kC to be |kC |/turns(kC).

Lemma 11. Let C = (x0, . . . , xp−1) be a bounding cycle and let k ≥ 1. Then, ratio(kC) = ratio(C).

Proof. For k = 1, the cycles C and kC are identical and so ratio(kC) = ratio(C).
Assume, by induction, that ratio((k − 1)C) = ratio(C). Since |(k − 1)C | = (k − 1)|C | then turns((k − 1)C) =

(k− 1)turns(C). The walk of kC is obtained from the walk of (k− 1)C by appending to it the suffix of the walk of C which
starts after the first instance of r(xp−1), we denote this suffix by S. Since the walk of C starts after `(x0), all the occurrences
of `(x0) in the walk of C are also in S. Therefore, S hits turns(C) times the endpoint `(x0), and so the walk of kC hits this
endpoint turns((k − 1)C) + turns(C) times. We got that ratio(kC) = |kC |

turns(kC) =
|kC |

turns((k−1)C)+turns(C) =
k|C |

kturns(C) =

|C |
turns(C) = ratio(C). �

For each vertex v ∈ V (G), we define next(v) to be the vertex u, where `(u) is the rightmost left endpoint covered by the
arc v. If the circle is not covered by the union of the arcs then next(v) is not always defined. But, in this case % is a proper
interval model and therefore G is a proper interval graph. Since a graph is a proper interval graph if and only if it is a unit
interval graph [19] it follows that G is also a unit interval graph and therefore a unit circular-arc graph.
Intuitively, the arc of next(v) is the arc which extends to the right as far as possible from the arc v. So if each vertex xi

in a bounding cycle C is followed by next(xi), then turns(C) is the maximum possible for a bounding cycle with length |C |
which starts at the same vertex, and therefore ratio(C) is minimum for such bounding cycle. The following lemma shows
that there is always a minimum bounding cycle of this form.

Lemma 12. Let G be a proper circular-arc graph and % be a proper circular-arc model of G without a pair of arcs that cover the
circle, and such that the union of the arcs of % covers the circle. There is a minimum bounding cycle C = (x0, . . . , xp−1) such that
for i = 1, . . . , p− 1, xi = next(xi−1) and x0 = next(xp−1).
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Proof. Let C0 = (c0, . . . , cr−1) be a shortest minimum bounding cycle (the ratio of C0 is ratio(Cm)). Since there is no pair
of arcs which covers the circle then |C0| > 2.
Let F = (f0, f1, f2, . . .) be the list of vertices such that f0 = c0 and fi = next(fi−1) for i ≥ 1. Since the size of G is finite,

there are i, j such that i 6= j and fi = fj. Let fs be the first vertex in F for which there exists a vertex fj such that s < j and
fs = fj and let ft be the first vertex in F such that s < t and fs = ft . We show that F ′ = (fs, . . . , ft−1) is a minimal bounding
cycle. The fact that F ′ is a bounding cycle follows from its definition.
Replace c1 in C0 with f1 = next(c0), and call the resulting list of vertices C ′0. We show that C

′

0 is a minimum bounding
cycle.
The arc f1 overlaps the right side of c0. By the way we defined next(c0), this arc also overlaps the right side of c1. Since c2

also overlaps the right side of c1, it intersects f1, so C1 is a cycle.
We show that c2 must overlap the right side of f1. If c2 overlaps the right side of c0 then we can get a bounding cycle S by

removing c1 from C0 such that the walk of S is identical the walk of C0. Since |S| < |C0| we get that ratio(S) < ratio(C0)
which contradicts the fact that C0 is a minimum bounding cycle. So c2 does not overlap the right side of c0, and therefore it
must overlap the right side of f1.
Assume that there is a vertex cj in C ′0 such that cj = f1, in this case C

′

0 is not a simple cycle. Let us split C
′

0 into two parts—
Ca = (c2, . . . , cj) and Cb = (c0, f1, cj+1, . . . , cr−1) (if j = r − 1, then the last vertex of Cb would be f1). Both Ca and Cb are
simple cycles, and since we showed that c2 overlaps the right side of f1 = cj, both are bounding cycles.
The cycle Ca is shorter than the cycle C0, and since C0 is a shortest minimum bounding cycle, we know that ratio(Ca) >

ratio(Cm). The same is true for Cb, that is ratio(Cb) > ratio(Cm).
The walk of Ca goes around the circle turns(Ca) times starting after `(c2) and ending at r(cj). LetWa be the suffix of the

walk of Ca starting after the first instance of r(f1) = r(cj) in this walk. Every endpoint, including `(c0), appears turns(Ca)
times inWa. The walk of Cb hits the endpoint `(c0) turns(Cb) times. LetWb be the prefix of the walk of Cb starting after `(c0)
and ending at the first instance of r(f1), and letW ′b be the suffix of the walk of Cb which starts after the first instance of r(f1).
The walk of C0 is exactly the concatenation ofWb,Wa andW ′b, therefore `(c0) appear in this walk turns(Cb) + turns(Ca)
times and so turns(C0) = turns(Cb)+ turns(Ca). Also, |C0| = |Ca| + |Cb|, and since ratio(Cb) > ratio(Cm) and ratio(Ca)
> ratio(Cm), we get that ratio(C0) > ratio(Cm). This is a contradiction to the fact that C0 is a minimum bounding cycle.
Therefore C ′0 is a simple cycle.
Since C ′0 is a simple cycle, c2 overlaps the right side of f1, and f1 overlaps the right side of c0, it follows that C

′

0 is a
bounding cycle. Since we replace one arc by another, |C ′0| = |C0|, and since the walk of C

′

0 is identical to the walk of C0,
turns(C ′0) = turns(C0). So, ratio(C ′0) = ratio(C0) = ratio(Cm) and C ′0 is a minimum bounding cycle of shortest length.
Let C1 be the bounding cycle (f1, c2, . . . , cr−1, c0) which is obtained by from C ′0 by moving the first vertex to the end.

By Lemma 10, C1 is also a shortest minimum bounding cycle. We repeat this argument starting with C1 and get a shortest
bounding cycle, C2, that starts with f2. After repeating this argument s times we get a shortest minimum bounding cycle Cs
which starts with fs.
The lists of vertices |F ′|Cs and |Cs|F ′ both start with fs and have the same length. In the list |Cs|F ′, the successor of each

vertex f is the vertex next(f ) whose arc covers the highest number of endpoints after r(f ), therefore the walk of |F ′|Cs is a
prefix of the walk of |Cs|F ′. So, turns(|F ′|Cs) ≤ turns(|Cs|F), and since the length of the two lists is the same we get that
ratio(|F ′|Cs) ≥ ratio(|Cs|F ′). By Lemma 11, we get that ratio(F ′) ≤ ratio(Cs), and since Cs is a minimum bounding cycle,
so is F ′. �

For each vertex v ∈ V (G), we define next′(v) to be the vertex u, where `(u) is the leftmost left endpoint not covered by
the arc v. If for some vertex v, the arc of next′(v) intersects v, then v is a universal vertex. In this case, by the discussion in
Section 4.2.1, G is a unit circular-arc graph.
Intuitively, the arc of next′(v) is the arc which goes least to the right from the arc v. So if each vertex xi in a bounding

co-cycle I is followed by next′(xi), then turns(I) is the minimum possible for a bounding co-cycle with length |I| which
starts with the same vertex, and therefore ratio(I) is maximum for such bounding co-cycle. The following lemma is similar
to Lemma 12 and shows that there always exists a co-cycle of this form. The proof of this lemma is symmetric to the proof of
Lemma 12 by replacing next(·)with next′(·) andminimumwithmaximum (we also need lemmata analogous to Lemma 10
and Lemma 11 for co-cycles).

Lemma 13. Let G be a proper circular-arc graph without a universal vertex and let % be a proper circular-arc model of G without
pair of arcs that cover the circle. There is a maximum bounding co-cycle I = (x0, . . . , xp−1) such that for i = 1, . . . , p − 1,
xi = next′(xi−1) and x0 = next′(xp−1).

4.4. Recognition algorithm for unit circular-arc graphs

Recall that every unit circular-arc graph is a proper circular-arc graph. So the algorithmwhich we describe takes as input
either a graph G represented by adjacency lists of its edges or a graph G represented by a proper circular-arc model. In the
first case, whenwe do not get a proper circular-arc model, we start by testing whether G is a proper circular-arc graph using
the algorithm of Section 3. IfG is not a proper circular-arc graph then it is also not a unit circular-arc graph, and the algorithm
of Section 3 certifies that. Otherwise, if G is a proper circular-arc graph then we have a proper circular-arc model of it which
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we denote by %. As observed in Section 4.2, there is no pair of arcs in % that covers the circle. Note that obtaining the proper
circular-arc model of G is the only step of the recognition algorithmwhich takes O(n+m) time. If the input graph G is given
by a proper circular-arc model then we begin by eliminating pairs of arcs which cover the circle, as described in Section 4.2.
So when we finish this first stage we have a proper circular-arc model of G in which no pair of arcs covers the circle, and the
rest of the algorithm runs in O(n) time.
A high level description of the rest of the algorithm is as follows. We find a minimum bounding cycle and a maximum

bounding co-cycle in % using the characterizations of Section 4.3. We compare the ratios of the bounding cycle and the
bounding co-cycle, and use Theorem 6 to decidewhether G is a unit circular-arc graph. If the ratio of theminimumbounding
cycle is strictly greater than the ratio of the maximum bounding co-cycle then G is a unit circular-arc graph. Otherwise, we
provide the minimum bounding cycle and the maximum bounding co-cycle, as a certificate for the answer that G is not a
unit circular-arc graph.
To find a minimum bounding cycle and a maximum bounding co-cycle, we find for each vertex v ∈ V (G) the vertices

next(v) and next′(v). We do so in O(n) time by going around the circle from left to right, starting at some left endpoint, and
maintaining `(u), the last left endpointwhichwe encountered.Whenwe encounter a right endpoint r(v), thennext(v) = u.
We can find next′(v) for each v in the same way, by going around the circle from right to left.
If for some vertex v, we foundnext(v) = v, then the union of the arcs does not cover the circle, andG is a unit circular-arc

graph as discussed in Section 4.3. On the other hand, if we find next(v) for every vertex v, then the union of the arcs covers
the circle. If for some vertex v, the arc next′(v) intersects v then v is a universal vertex and G is a unit circular-arc graph, as
discussed in Section 4.2.1. On the other hand, if for every vertex v the arc of next′(v) does not intersect the arc of v, then G
does not have a universal vertex.
So at this point we either know that the graph is a unit circular-arc graph, or we have computed next(v) and next′(v)

for every vertex v and we continue to find a minimum bounding cycle and a maximum bounding co-cycle as follows.
Let D be the directed graph whose set of vertices is V (G) and its set of directed edges are {(v, u) | u = next(v)}. The

outdegree of each vertex in D is 1. Therefore, we can detect all directed cycles in D in O(n) time.
Each directed cycle in D represents a bounding cycle in %. By Lemma 12, at least one of these bounding cycles is minimal.

By Lemma 10 it does not matter which vertex we choose to be the first in a given minimal bounding cycle. So, we start each
directed cycle in D at an arbitrary vertex.
Let C = (x0, . . . , xp−1) be one of the directed cycles in D and therefore also a bounding cycle in %. The ratio of C is equal

to turns(C)/p where turns(C) is the number of times that the walk of C hits `(x0). We compute turns(C) by counting
the number of vertices xi, 0 < i ≤ p − 1, in C , for which `(x0) is between r(xi−1) and r(xi) when going from left to right
around the circle. This computation takes O(|C |) time. We find the ratio of every bounding cycle this way, and a cycle with
the lowest ratio is a minimal bounding cycle. Since each vertex belongs to at most one directed cycle in D, then the sum of
the lengths of all cycles in D is at most n, and it takes O(n) time to identify the minimum bounding cycle among the directed
cycles of D.
Similarly, letD′ be the directed graphwhose set of vertices isV (G) and its set of directed edges are {(v, u) | u = next′(v)}.

The outdegree of each vertex in D′ is 1 so we can compute all cycles in D′ in O(n) time. By Lemma 13 one of these cycles
represents a maximum bounding co-cycle in %.
Let I = (x0, . . . , xp−1) be a directed cycle in D′ and therefore also a bounding co-cycle in %. The ratio of I equals to

turns(I)/pwhere turns(I) is the number of times that the walk of I hits `(x0) plus one. We compute turns(I) by counting
the number of vertices xi, 0 < i ≤ p − 1, in I , for which `(x0) is between r(xi−1) and r(xi) when going from left to right
around the circle, and adding one to the total count. This takes O(|I|) time.We find the ratio of every bounding co-cycle, and
a co-cycle with the highest ratio is a maximum bounding co-cycle. Since each vertex belongs to at most one directed cycle
in D′, then the sum of the lengths of all cycles in D′ is at most n, and therefore it takes O(n) time to compute a maximum
bounding co-cycle from the directed cycles of D′.
Let C be the minimum bounding cycle that we found and let I be the maximum bounding co-cycle that we found. From

Theorem 6 follows that G is a unit circular-arc graph if and only if ratio(I) < ratio(C).

4.5. Certificates for unit circular-arc graphs

If G is a unit circular-arc graph then a unit circular-arc model certifies this fact. If G is not a proper circular-arc graph,
then we use the certificates from Section 3. The last case to handle is when G is a proper circular-arc graph but not a unit
circular-arc graph.
Our recognition algorithm finds a minimum bounding cycle C and a maximum bounding co-cycle I in a proper circular-

arc model % of G. If G is a proper circular-arc graph, but not a unit circular-arc graph, then the model %, together with C and
I certify that G is not a unit circular-arc graph. If % is part of the input, then it is easy to verify in O(n) time that the bounding
cycle C and the bounding co-cycle I are indeed bounding cycle and bounding co-cycle with the same ratio in % (note that if
G is not a unit circular-arc graph then our algorithm does not change %). However, if the input is given by adjacency lists of
its edges and our algorithm produced %, then it takes O(n + m) time to verify that % is indeed a proper circular-arc model
of G.
Fortunately, we can provide a strong certificate which can prove in O(n) time that G is not a unit circular-arc graph

when it is represented by adjacency lists. While the description of the certificate is involved, the authentication algorithm
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Fig. 6. Arcs certifying that x2 overlaps the right side of x1 .

(a) The union of x0 and y0
must contain x1 .

(b) The union of x2 and yr also
contains x1 .

Fig. 7. x1 overlaps the right side of both x0 and x2 .

itself is simple. All it does is authenticating O(n) edges and non-edges of G. As mentioned in Section 2, construction of such a
certificate takesO(n+m) time. For the strong certificatewe use the following Theorem. For the rest of this section, arithmetic
on subscripts of the vertices of C and I is modulo p.

Theorem 14. Let G be a graph. Let C = (x0, . . . xp−1) be a simple cycle of vertices in G and let I = (y0, . . . yp−1) be a simple
co-cycle of vertices in G. If there is an 0 ≤ r < p, such that for every 0 ≤ i < p, xiyi, xi+1yi, xi+1yi+r , xi+2yi+r are all edges of G
and xiyi+r , xi+1yi−1, xi+1yy+r+1, xi+2yi are all non-edges of G, then G is not a unit circular-arc graph.

An illustration of the arcs of the certificate, for i = 0, is given in Fig. 6.

Proof. Assume that G is a unit circular-arc graph. Then, the graph G has a proper circular-arc model %, since it is also a
proper circular-arc graph. We may assume that in % the arc x1 overlaps the right side of the arc x0. Also, by Theorem 8, we
assume that % has no pair of arcs which covers the circle. We show that in this case C and I must be a bounding cycle and
bounding co-cycle, respectively, with ratio(C) = ratio(I). Then, Theorem 6 implies that G is not a unit circular-arc graph,
in contradiction the assumption.
Every simple co-cycle of G is a bounding co-cycle, so I is a bounding co-cycle. To show that C is a bounding cycle we have

to show that for every xi ∈ C , the arc xi+1 overlaps the right side of the arc xi in the model %.
For i = 0, the arc xi+1 = x1 overlaps the right side of xi = x0, by the way definition of %. To complete the proof that C

is a bounding cycle, we show that if the arc xi+1 overlaps the right side of the arc xi in %, then xi+2 overlaps the right side
of xi+1 in %. We show this for i = 0, that is we show that x2 overlaps the right side of x1 in %. The same proof holds for any
0 ≤ i < p.
Assume for a contradiction that the arc x1 overlaps the right side of both x0 and x2. In this case, the arc y0 overlaps the

right side of x1, since y0 and x2 are not adjacent. The arc yr also overlaps the right side of x1, since yr and x0 are not adjacent.
The arcs x0 and y0 overlap each other, since the vertices x0 and y0 are adjacent. The arcs x0 and y0 cover different endpoints
of x1, so the union of these arcs either contains x1 or covers the part of the circle that is not covered by x1. The arcs x1 and
yp−1 are disjoint, so if the union of the arcs x0 and y0 cover the part of the circle that is not covered by x1, then this union
contains yp−1. The arc x0 cannot contain the arc yp−1, in addition y0 and yp−1 are not adjacent, since I is a co-cycle. Therefore,
the union of the arcs x0 and y0 cannot contain yp−1. So, the union of the arcs x0 and y0 contains the arc x1, and hence the
common part of the arcs is covered by x1 (see Fig. 7(a)). Similarly, since the vertices x2 and yr are adjacent we get that the
union of the arcs x2 and yr must contain the arc x1, since it cannot contain yr+1. Hence, the common part of the arcs is covered
by x1 (see Fig. 7(b)). Since x0 and y0 are not adjacent to yr and x2 respectively, we get a contradiction. Therefore, the arc x2
overlaps the right side of x1 and we conclude that C is a bounding cycle.
To complete the proof, we have to show that ratio(C) = ratio(I). Since |C | = |I|, it is enough to verify that turns(C)

= turns(I).
For every i, the arc yi−1 overlaps the arc xi, and is disjoint from xi+1. Since xi+1 overlaps the right side of xi, the arc yi−1

overlaps the left side of xi. The arc yi overlaps xi and xi+1 but it is disjoint from yi−1, so yi overlaps the right side of xi and the
left side of xi+1. Therefore, when we traverse the circle’s cyclic list of endpoints, going right from r(xi) to r(xi+1), as we do
in the walk of C , we encounter r(yi) between these two endpoints.
The walk of C starts after `(x0) and ends at r(xp−1). The walk of I starts after `(y0) and ends at r(yp−1). Let S be the suffix

of the walk of C that stars after the first instance of `(y0). We know that the left endpoints of xi’s and yi’s alternate in S, so S
is a prefix of the walk of I .
Let tx denote the number of occurrences of `(x0) in S, and let ty denote the number of occurrences of `(y0) in S. We have

tx = turns(C), since the part of thewalk of C which is not in S is the prefix of thewalk of C which ends at the first occurrence
of `(y0), and this prefix does not contain occurrences of `(x0). We also have ty = turns(I)− 1, since the only member of I
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Fig. 8. A bounding cycle and a bounding co-cycle with the same ratio 4/1 in the same model.

in the part of the walk of I which is not in S is yp−1, which is not adjacent to y0. The endpoints `(x0) and `(y0) alternate in
S. Moreover, the first occurrence of `(x0) in S is before the first occurrence of `(y0) in S, since S starts after `(y0). Also, the
last occurrence of `(x0) in S is after the last occurrence of `(y0) in S, since S ends and r(xp−1) and xp−1 overlap the left side
of x0 and is disjoint from y0. Therefore tx = ty + 1. We got that turns(C) = tx = ty + 1 = turns(I), as required. �

4.6. Finding the certificate

If G is a unit circular-arc graph, we obtain a unit circular-arc model for it using the algorithm of [13]. Note, that the first
two steps of [13] are to find a proper circular-arc model of G and to eliminate pairs of arcs that cover the circle from this
model, so we do not need to run them again since we already have an appropriate proper circular-arc model. If G is not a
proper circular-arc graph, then the certificate is as in Section 3. The size of these certificates is O(n).
We now show that the recognition algorithm can provide the certificate required by Theorem 14 for the case where G is

a proper circular-arc graph but not a unit circular-arc graph. For constructing the certificate, the algorithm uses the cycle C
and the co-cycle I that it has found.
To certify that C is a simple cycle, we provide the |C | edges of the form xixi+1. Similarly, to certify that I is a simple co-

cycle, we provide the |I| non-edges of the form yiyi+1. By Lemma 7, we know that |I| = |C |, so this part of the certificate is
of size 2|C |.
In order to complete the certificate, we present few observations about the arcs of the vertices of C and I in %. An example

of a bounding cycle and a bounding co-cycle with the same ratio in the same model is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Observation 15. For every arc xi of a vertex in C, there is an arc yj of a vertex in I, such that xi does not overlap yj.

Proof. Assume that xi overlaps all the arcs of the vertices of I . Then, I can be partitioned into two cliques, one consisting of
the vertices whose arcs cover `(xi) and the other consisting of the vertices whose arcs cover r(xi). So every time the walk
of I goes around the circle, it traverses at most two arcs of I , therefore ratio(I) = 2. On the other hand, there is no pair of
arcs that covers the circle, so ratio(C) > 2. We got a contradiction since ratio(I) = ratio(C), therefore there exists an arc
yj that does not overlap xi. �

Observation 16. For every arc yj and two arcs xi and xi+1, if yj covers r(xi) then yj also covers `(xi+1). Similarly, if yj covers
`(xi+1) then yj also covers r(xi).

Proof. Both arcs yj and xi+1 covers r(xi), therefore yj and xi+1 overlap each other. Assume yj overlaps the right side of both
xi and xi+1. In this case, we can replace xi+1 with yj in C and get a minimum bounding cycle that shares a vertex with I ,
contradicting Lemma 7. We prove the second claim symmetrically. �

Observation 17. For every arc xi and two arcs yj and yj+1, if yj covers `(xi) then yj+1 covers r(xi). Similarly, if yj+1 covers r(xi)
then yj covers `(xi).

Proof. Assume that xi does not intersect yj+1, then we can replace yj with xi in I , contradicting Lemma 7. Since yj covers
`(xi) and is disjoint from yj+1, we get that yj+1 covers r(xi). The second claim is proved symmetrically. �

Observation 18. The arc xi overlaps yj if and only if xi+1 overlaps yj+1.

Proof. Assume that the arc xi overlaps yj. If yj covers `(xi) then yj+1 covers r(xi) by Observation 17, and therefore yj+1 covers
`(xi+1) by Observation 16. Otherwise, If yj covers r(xi) then yj covers `(xi+1) by Observation 16 and therefore yj+1 covers
r(xi+1) by Observation 17. The other direction is proved symmetrically. �

Observation 19. For any arc xi, let yj be the first arc, to its right, which is disjoint from xi out of the arcs of vertices of I. Then, yj
overlaps the right side of xi+1. Symmetrically, for any arc xi, the rightmost arc, which is disjoint from xi, out of the arcs of vertices
of I, overlaps the left side of xi−1.
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Proof. Assume that yj is disjoint from, xi+1. Then, by Observation 18, the arc yj−1 does not overlap xi. So, we can add xi to I
between yj−1 and yj, and get a bounding co-cycle with a greater ratio, contradicting the fact that I is maximum. The second
claim is proved symmetrically. �

Nowwe show how to construct the certificate of Theorem 14. Consider the arc x1 in %. This arc overlaps the right side of
the arc x0. So, by Observations 15 and 19 there is an arc yb which is disjoint from x0 and overlaps the right side of x1. Also, by
Observation 18 the arc yb+1 is disjoint from x1. Symmetrically, the arc x2 overlaps the right side of x1, so, there is an arc ya
such that ya is disjoint from x2 and overlaps the left side of x1. Also, the arc ya−1 is disjoint from x1. Note that ya−1 and yb+1
may be the same arc. The arcs x0 and ya cover the same endpoint of x1 so they overlap each other. Similarly, x2 and yb also
overlap each other. Since I is a co-cycle, we may set y0 to be ya (using the analogous of Lemma 10 for co-cycles), we also set
yb to be yr , with r = b − a. (See Fig. 6). We get that x0y0, x0yr , x1y0 and x1yr are all edges and that x0yr , x1yp−1, x1yr+1 and
x2y0 are all non-edges, these edges and non-edges are the certificate required by Theorem 14 for x0. Using Observation 18,
we get the certificate for every other xi ∈ C .
We find ya and yb in O(n) time, and from them we find the rest of the vertices that are involved in the certificate, and

hence also all the edges and non-edges in it, in linear time. In total, we provide at most 10|C | edges and non-edges as a
certificate that G is not a unit circular-arc graph (actually the number of different edges and non-edges is at most 8|C |,
because of duplicates), and keep the O(n) size bound.

4.7. The authentication algorithm

If G is a unit circular-arc graph then the certificate is a unit circular-arc model. This certificate can be authenticated by
verifying that it is a circular-arc model of G as in Section 3.4 and comparing the lengths of all arcs. This takes O(n+m) time.
If G is not a proper circular-arc graph, then the certificate and its authentication algorithm are as in Section 3.4. The

authentication in this case takes O(n) time.
If G is a proper circular-arc and not a unit circular-arc graph, then the recognition algorithm provides a set of O(n) edges

and non-edgeswhich by Theorem14proves thatG is not a unit circular-arc graphs. Since the number of edges and non-edges
in O(n), it takes O(n) to validate this certificate. We note that this does not prove that G is a proper circular-arc graph.
When the algorithm found that G is not a unit circular-arc graph, all possible certificates can be authenticated in O(n).

Therefore, the certificate for this case is a strong certificate when G is given by ordered adjacency lists.

5. Further work

A natural question that is left open is to find a certifying recognition algorithm for circular-arc graphs. The only known
characterizations of circular-arc graphs are the ones of Tucker [22] and Gavril [5], but it is not clear how to derive from these
characterizations a certificate for a graph which is not a circular-arc graph. So, the first step towards finding a certifying
algorithm for circular-arc graphs would be finding a new characterization of circular-arc graphs from which we can derive
a certificate when the graph is not a circular-arc graph.
Our certificate for a graph that is not a proper circular-arc graph is one of twopossible kinds. It is either an odd length cycle

in the incompatibility graph, or an induced subgraph of constant size. The characterizations that we use for proper circular-
arc graphs, Theorems 1 and 3, do not provide one simple condition that fits all graphs. However, the characterization of
Skrien [20] and the characterization of Deng, Hell and Huang [4] do provide such a condition. It is an open question whether
it is possible to derive a certifying algorithm for proper circular-arc graph based on these or other characterizations that
do not split into two cases. The number of different kinds of certificates even increases for unit circular-arc graphs, which
is based on recognizing whether a proper circular-arc graph is a unit circular-arc graph, like other characterizations and
recognition algorithms for unit circular-arc graphs [23,3,13].
For unit circular-arc graphs we use, in fact, two recognition algorithms, the algorithm of Lin and Szwarcfiter [13] and our

algorithm in Section 4. The former is used to give a certificate when the input graph is a unit circular-arc graph and the latter
is used to give a certificate otherwise. Therefore every unit circular-arc graph is recognized twice. It is an open problem to
find a single algorithm that can provide both certificates.
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